Inspire a zen-like feel in your spa with Gulfstream’s Chi Spa. Soothe your client with one of the luxurious massage chairs with your choice of leatherette colors.

Toll Free 1.877.622.4853
www.gulfstreaminc.com

GULFSTREAM SHOWROOMS
CANADA
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GULFSTREAM Vent System
Gulfstream's Vent System features dual ventilation valves to aid in air purification, and provide a healthier and happier environment for your clients and technicians.

The system is available in some products.

LA TULIP 2
9660 Block Chair with Crystals
Black Base
Rustic Gold Glass Bowl
with LED

LA TULIP 3
9620 Hollyhock Chair
Pearl White Base
Chair Reflection Bowl
**GULFSTREAM Vent System** improves indoor air quality with two built-in ventilation valves.

This system provides room purification, can minimize inhalation exposure and reduce the health risk of your customers and salon technicians.

---

**LA FLEUR 3**
9600 Rock Chair with Crystals
Pearl White Base
Blue Glass Bowl with LED

**LA FLEUR 4**
9608 Buttercup Chair
Black Base
Amber Insert
Amber Glass Bowl

---

**LA MARAVILLA**
Silver Concept
9650 Pearl White Chair with Crystals
Plain White Laminate
Clear Silver Bowl

**LA MARAVILLA**
Gold Concept
9620 White Chair with Gold Fittings
Calcutta White Laminate
Rustic Gold Bowl

---

Call 1.877.622.4853
**LA VIOLETTE**
9622 Truffle Chair
Rustic Gold Glass Bowl

**Lavender 3**
9660 Pearl White Chair with Crystals
Clear Reflection Bowl with LED

**GULFSTREAM Vent System**
The system features dual ventilation valves to aid in air purification; and provide a healthier and happier environment for your clients and technicians.

The system is available in some products.

**DAISY 3**
9660 Curry Chair
Cappuccino Base
Gold Reflection Bowl with LED

**MINI LAVENDER**
www.gulfstreaminc.com
Camellia 2
9660 Burgundy Chair
Pearl White Base
Clear Reflection Bowl with LED

GULFSTREAM Vent System provides room purification, can minimize inhalation exposure and reduce the health risk of your customers and salon technicians.

Heart Shape Reflection Bowl Colors

- Black Reflection
- Rose Reflection
- Clear Reflection
- Gold Reflection
- Blue Reflection
- Wine Reflection
- Rainbow Reflection
- Green Reflection
- Rustic Gold Reflection

Call 1.877.622.4853
new Chi Spa

9660 Black Chair with Crystals
K32 Equinox Laminate Base
Biscuit Acrylic Bowl
with optional LED

9660 Chairs
Introducing Gulfstream’s Newest Addition.

The Versatile Paris Nail Bar; Highlights Canadian Craftsmanship.
A nail bar that is constructed with modular units, allowing flexibility, bringing variety to any nail salon.

**GULFSTREAM Vent System**

Improves indoor air quality with built in ventilation valves and provides room purification, can minimize inhalation exposure and reduce the health risk of your customers and salon technicians.

**Features**
- One Chair - Multi Purpose Services
- Facial and Body Massage
- Eyelash and Eyebrow Treatments
- Waxing

**La Messina**
Multifunctional Beauty Chair

Adjustable chair options provide comfort for your clients’ and technician.

Back and front levers allow you to recline the back to various comfort levels - from straight to 180-degrees flat.

Call 1.877.622.4853
Sienna Styling Station
with Half Length Double Side Mirror.
Also available with full length mirror
and half length mirror with optional sleek glass shelf.

Cirrus
The Cirrus Styling Chair features elegant curves,
comfortable seat cushion and
gracefully shaped hydraulic pump.
It has a floating backrest for
easy clean and comes
in two great colors with
optional footrest.

CHIQ

Tech Stool
Hollyhock Chair

Faenza
Basin Wash Station

Gulfstream’s deluxe wash station, featuring
a tilting shampoo bowl designed
for maximum client comfort, and a black
upholstered chair with a manually
adjustable leg rest. Package includes
faucet, hose and drain assembly.

www.gulfstreaminc.com
Water Dance

7″ Tall
Full Color
LED Programmable,
2017 Model
LED Water Dance
Wall Display

Indoor use only. Programmable to synchronize with all unit. Can add as many units together and program to run the LED lights and bubbles at the same time.

Dimensions:
84″ Tall, 24″ Wide, 10″ Deep

Search
Gulfstream Waterdance on
https://youtu.be/Qyq2f07cio

ID JET
Universal Induction Jet
for Pedicures Spa Chair

- Easy To Sanitize
- Compatible With Most Spa Units
- Smooth, Quiet Operation
- New Innovative Design Without The Use Of Magnetic Force

- Easy To Install, Easy To Use
- Certifications To Ensure State-By-Law Compliance
- Patented and Pending Worldwide
- Made In CANADA

Gulfstream Nail Dust Collector

The stylish, easy-to-use Gulfstream Nail Dust Collector offers a stainless steel base with strong yet quiet suction. These units have dual filtration consisting of a multi-use top filter for dust particles and a replaceable interior carbon filter to absorb nail salon fumes. As the only unit with official UL approval, Gulfstream's Nail Dust Collector is surely to be a welcome addition to your salon equipment.

Call 1.877.622.4853
Paris Reception Desk
White Gloss Laminate
Clear Waterfall Glass

Camellia Reception Desk
- Multiple Options Available
- Glass Display
- Extra Storage
- Privacy Drawer

GULFSTREAM Vent System
Improves indoor air quality with two built-in ventilation valves and provides room purification, can minimize inhalation exposure and reduce the health risk of your customers and salon technicians.

Vienna Nail Table
VIENNA DOUBLE NAIL TABLE
Upgraded Gloss Laminate

Paris with LED Manicure Table

Camellia Nail Table

La Rosé Nail Table
Upgraded, Gloss Laminate, Nail Dust and Fume Collector

www.gulfstreaminc.com
Paris Bench

Traditionally Classic

Paris Triple Bench

With optional GULFSTREAM Vent System
Caramel Maple Laminate, Black Upholstery, and Gold Reflection Glass Bowls

Heart Shape Reflection Bowl Colors

- Black Reflection
- Rose Reflection
- Clear Reflection
- Gold Reflection
- Blue Reflection
- Wine Reflection
- Rainbow Reflection
- Green Reflection
- Rustic Gold Reflection

Paris Nail Polish Rock (2 Units)

With Cabinet and LED Light

Call 1.877.622.4853
Vienna Triple Bench
With Black Upholstery
Glass Laminate,
Clear Reflection Glass Bowls

Hard Rock Reflection Bowl Colors
- Gold Reflection
- Blue Reflection
- Wine Reflection
- Black Reflection
- Rose Reflection
- Clear Reflection
- Rainbow Reflection
- Green Reflection

Vienna Single Bench
With Upgraded Blue Upholstery
Glass Laminate,
Clear Reflection Glass Bowls

Vienna Double Bench
With Upgraded Lougan Color Upholstery
Glass Laminate,
Matching Footrests,
Clear Reflection Glass Bowls

GULFSTREAM Vent System
improves indoor air quality with
built in ventilation valves and provides
room purification.
The System can minimize inhalation
exposure and reduce the health risk
of your customers and salon technicians.

www.gulfstreaminc.com